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Abstract
The intense light scattered from metal nanoparticles sustaining surface plasmons makes them
attractive for light trapping in photovoltaic applications. However, a strong resonant response
from nanoparticle ensembles can only be obtained if the particles have monodisperse physical
properties. Presently, the chemical synthesis of colloidal nanoparticles is the method that
produces the highest monodispersion in geometry and material quality, with the added benefits
of being low-temperature, low-cost, easily scalable and of allowing control of the surface
coverage of the deposited particles. In this paper, novel plasmonic back-reflector structures
were developed using spherical gold colloids with appropriate dimensions for pronounced
far-field scattering. The plasmonic back reflectors are incorporated in the rear contact of thin film
n-i-p nanocrystalline silicon solar cells to boost their photocurrent generation via optical path
length enhancement inside the silicon layer. The quantum efficiency spectra of the devices
revealed a remarkable broadband enhancement, resulting from both light scattering from the
metal nanoparticles and improved light incoupling caused by the hemispherical corrugations at
the cells’ front surface formed from the deposition of material over the spherically shaped
colloids.

Keywords: photovoltaics, light trapping, plasmonics, Mie scatterers, thin film silicon solar cells

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The development of non-wafer-based devices with thin film
(TF) materials is nowadays one of the most attractive routes
to lower the material costs of photovoltaic (PV) electricity and
achieve grid parity [1, 2]. TF cells can also allow higher
conversion efficiencies than thick ones due to improved
conditions for carrier collection and can potentially be sup-
ported on a wide variety of rigid (glass, building facades and
rooftops [3], etc) or flexible (plastics [4], etc) inexpensive

substrates, thereby extending PV solutions to a much wider
range of consumer-oriented applications.

Nevertheless, TF PV technology is not yet sufficiently
developed to be competitive with traditional crystalline sili-
con (c-Si) cells. While a remarkable 25.6% efficiency record
has been achieved in a laboratory with 150 μm thick textured
c-Si wafers [5], this value drops below 20% for a thickness
around 40 μm and to even smaller values when using thinner
layers [6]. So, the efficiencies of commercially available TF
panels (∼10–13%) are still low in comparison with those of
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wafer-based Si (∼15–20%). The central problem of TF PV
technology is that the required light absorption lengths are
usually much higher than the carrier diffusion lengths in the
TF materials. Therefore, the improvement of non-wafer-based
cells relies on the development of effective light trapping (LT)
techniques enabling physically thin but optically thick
absorbers with good material quality [6, 7].

At present, it is not established which LT method will be
most successful for TF PV. What has become clear is that the
conventional rough surface textures commonly applied in
thick crystalline cells are not suited for thin devices, parti-
cularly because their roughness increases the density of sur-
face and bulk defect states, thereby severely degrading the
electrical performance [2, 8]. The LT solutions that are
commonly applied in commercial TF devices are based on
intermediate or back-reflector layers with a graded refractive
index [9] and light scattering via nano-textured interfaces by
patterning the substrates and/or electrodes that precede the
absorber layers’ deposition [10, 11]. A combination of such
techniques in thin c-Si wafers has practically reached the
classical 4n2 absorption limit [12].

In the last decade, important advancements in the field of
nanophotonics fostered the implementation of alternative
nanostructured scattering elements that are proving to be
more effective and less detrimental to the current transport in
TF devices [13, 14] than the aforementioned methods. There
has been intensive research devoted to TF cells enhanced by
photonic nanostructures such as diffraction gratings [15–17]
or Mie scatterers [7, 18–20]. However, effective light dif-
fraction or scattering from such dielectric-based LT structures
can only be achieved when their dimensions are on the same
order of magnitude of the illuminating wavelengths, making it
difficult to provide LT in the longer near-bandgap wave-
lengths (NIR range), which are those more poorly absorbed
by TF materials [21]. In this respect, metal nanoparticles
(MNPs) sustaining surface plasmon resonances can be
advantageous since they can scatter light strongly despite
having dimensions much smaller than the incident wave-
length [13, 22–25], with the theoretical possibility of
exceeding the 4n2 ray optics limit [26].

The low imaginary permittivity of silver (Ag) and gold
(Au) allow the plasmon resonances in such MNPs to give rise
to a highly intense evanescent near-field, localized in a
nanoscopic vicinity of the particles surface, and propagating
far-field. The plasmonic near-field properties have been
mostly employed in organic and dye-sensitized solar cells,
using MNPs with dimensions below ∼50 nm embedded in the
cell’s photo-active region [27]. For inorganic devices, such as
Si-based TF cells, the inclusion of MNPs inside the absorber
layers can be quite detrimental to the photocurrent; thus, it is
preferential to make use of their scattered far-field light [28].
For that, it is important to attain high scattering and low
absorption cross-sections using particle sizes above
∼100 nm [24, 29].

The requirement for LT is strong for TF Si since the
absorption coefficient decreases significantly with increasing
wavelength [30]. For such a PV application, it has been
established that the MNPs should be located at the rear of the

cells, incorporated in the back contact [22, 23, 28, 31], in a
plasmonic back reflector (PBR) configuration. This config-
uration is preferential because the MNPs interact only with
the long-wavelength light, which is not absorbed in the first
pass through the cell material, as represented in figure 1. Such
light is scattered by the particles and returns to the cell (either
directly or via the back mirror layer) at oblique angles, thus
traversing a longer path inside the absorber region. The PBR
configuration also enables the combination with anti-reflec-
tive structures or other dielectric-based LT structures suited
for the front of the cells, as explored in this study.

Recently, PBRs have been shown to significantly
improve the efficiency of TF amorphous [22, 29, 31],
microcrystalline [32] and c-Si [23] cells at the level of surface
texturing. The MNP structures incorporated in such PBRs are
usually self-assembled by depositing a thin Ag precursor film
onto a substrate and annealing it at temperatures in the range
of 300–500 °C [33]. Despite the simplicity and scalability of
this technique, the high temperatures required for the thin-film
annealing (TFA) impede its use as a post-process on top of TF
hydrogenated Si cells with a superstrate configuration (the
standard of industrially manufactured devices) because heat-
ing at temperatures above ∼200 °C causes the release of
hydrogen from the material [34]. In addition, this method
allows little control in the particle geometries and inter-par-
ticle distances, making it difficult to obtain strong resonant
scattering at the wavelengths of interest and to avoid the
smaller (<100 nm) MNP sizes and inter-particle interactions,
which increase the parasitic absorption [23, 28, 33]. Incor-
rectly designed MNPs can result in sub-optimum enhance-
ment or even the reduction of cell efficiency [21]. Therefore,
the challenges are to incorporate the optimum particle para-
meters for each cell type, which must provide effective
absorption enhancement for all wavelengths, and to find a
suitable low-cost, large-area fabrication technique which does
not deteriorate the electrical transport (i.e. increase non-
radiative recombination) in the PV material.

Figure 1. Sketch of the devices investigated in this work, which
are composed of hydrogenated nanocrystalline Si solar cells with an
n-i-p configuration, deposited on plasmonic back reflectors with an
array of colloidal gold nano-spheres. The front electrode is a
transparent IZO layer (in green). The conformal growth of material
over the particles causes hemispherical corrugations on the cell
layers, which contribute to the light trapping.
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The aforementioned drawbacks of conventional PBRs
formed by TFA can be solved by employing MNPs synthe-
sized in a colloidal solution and then self-assembled on sur-
faces by low-temperature wet-coating processes [24, 25, 35–
37], as investigated here. Colloidal MNPs have been widely
used as plasmonic nanostructures in distinct opto-electronic
and biomedical applications, mainly due to their remarkable
monodispersion in size, shape and high-quality material
properties. However, the presence of colloidal aggregations
and hot spots (generated by strong inter-particle interactions)
in dispersed NP systems can cause severe parasitic absorp-
tion, which has thus far hindered their implementation as
plasmonic scatterers in TF PV applications. Such aggregation
is even harder to avoid when patterning the relatively big
MNP sizes (>100 nm diameter) required for efficient far-field
light scattering, due to their strong van der Waals attraction
and the easier loss of stabilizing capping molecules on their
facets [25, 38].

In this work, a novel method developed by the authors is
employed to deposit colloidal gold (Au) NPs in uniformly
distributed arrays of isolated particles with the required
sizes [24, 37]. Such a method allows the patterning of
monosized MNPs onto the surfaces of several materials via
scalable, inexpensive and low-temperature (<120 °C)
processes that can be executed at the last stage of the solar
cell fabrication and can therefore be implemented in both
substrate and superstrate (industrial standard) cell designs.
In addition, this method allows control on the inter-
particle spacing of the deposited MNPs and their surface
coverage.

In this way, high-performance PBRs with appropriately
dimensioned colloidal NPs (i.e. with high scattering cross-
sections) have been fabricated and have revealed state-of-the-
art scattering properties even with particle surface coverages
(∼8%) far below those (∼20–40%) of conventional TFA
PBRs. Specifically, the colloidal PBRs formed with 150 and
200 nm diameter Au NPs presented an average diffuse and
total reflection of, respectively, ∼52% and ∼75% over the
red-NIR spectral range, which is similar to that achieved with
the best-performing PBRs fabricated so far [24].

The present article investigates the improvements
resulting from the incorporation of such colloidal PBRs in the
rear contact of thin film hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon
(nc-Si:H) solar cells [39], as depicted in figure 1. The cell
layers conformally coat the PBRs, producing a nano/micro-
structured top surface composed of hemispherical corruga-
tions (domes) that act as dielectric Mie scatterers [40, 41]. The
combined light scattering properties of the corrugations and
the MNPs produce a pronounced broadband photocurrent
enhancement, relative to flat reference devices without parti-
cles, extending throughout the entire quantum efficiency
spectrum. These improvements are compared with those
obtained with a high-quality textured substrate (Asahi UV-
type) optimized for TF Si cells, which is the current standard
light-trapping structure used in the PV industry and in state-
of-the-art LT research.

2. Fabrication of colloidal plasmonic back reflectors
in nc-Si:H solar cells

Three solutions of mono-sized colloidal MNPs were used in
this work, with particle sizes of 100, 150 and 200 nm,
appropriate for far-field scattering. The particles are synthe-
sized with crystalline Au material and have an approximately
spherical shape with highly monodisperse diameters (see the
Methods section). The colloids remain stabilized in aqueous
solution by capping molecules with negatively charged end-
groups, which prevent the particles from aggregating due to
electrostatic repulsion.

Prior to deposition, the aluminum-doped zinc oxide
(AZO) surface of the sample is functionalized with a self-
assembled monolayer of amino-silane molecules (the linkers)
[24, 35] containing positively charged end-groups (see the
Methods section). The sample is then wetted by the colloidal
solution, and the negatively charged MNPs are attracted to the
positively charged AZO surface (see figure 2(a)). During this
step, the colloids diffuse across the surface and settle pre-
ferentially in locations away from other NPs due to their inter-
particle repulsion forces, resulting in a uniform array of
mostly isolated particles, as shown in the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) images of figure 2(b).

Figure 2. (a) Sketch of the self-organization of a Au NPs array
mediated by electrostatic forces on an AZO-coated silver mirror
supported on a glass substrate. The negatively charged colloids
experience both attractive forces (grey arrows) toward the functio-
nalized AZO surface and inter-particle repulsion forces (red arrows),
which prevent the formation of particle aggregates. (b) SEM images
of NPs arrays on AZO, employing three colloidal solutions with
distinct particle diameters (D). The surface coverage is around 8–9%
for the three particle sizes.
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This process can construct colloidal arrays on indefinitely
large areas and on practically any type of surface material. A
particular advantage that this method allows, relative to
conventional MNP formation by TFA, is that it enables tuning
the density of deposited particles, either by regulating their
inter-particle repulsion [25, 38] (e.g. by changing the capping
molecules, solvent or pH of solution) or by performing
sequential depositions [24]. The MNP arrays used in this
work were patterned with two sequential depositions, which
result in a surface coverage of ∼8–9%, similar for the three
particle sizes employed (see figure 2(b)).

PBRs are composed of MNP arrays embedded in a
transparent conductive oxide layer above a flat mirror
[30, 42]. In this work, they were fabricated with the structure:
glass substrate/Ag mirror (120 nm)/AZO spacer layer
(50 nm)/MNPs array/AZO cover layer (40 nm). The MNPs
are deposited from solution phase onto the first AZO spacer
layer (sketched in figure 2(a)) and then covered by a top AZO
layer. A thin (∼60 nm) AZO layer is commonly employed
in the back contact of TF Si cells to block diffusion of
metallic impurities into the Si layers and to decrease optical
losses associated with coupling to surface plasmon polariton
modes [7]. In cells with PBRs, the AZO embedding the
MNPs also electrically isolates the nanoparticles, preventing
current degradation through carrier recombination at their
surface.

Hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) solar
cells, with 1.5 μm thickness and an n-i-p (substrate) config-
uration, were deposited on the PBRs at a temperature of
160 °C using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) [39]. This was followed by the sputter deposition of
a 250 nm thick indium-doped zinc oxide (IZO) front contact
[43]. Reactive ion etching was then applied to define circular
devices with a 3 mm diameter (see the Methods section).

3. Discussion of results

In a PBR, the presence of the Ag mirror close to the particles
can amplify their driving field and consequently the scattering
performance of the overall structure [24], and it has been
determined that the optimal AZO spacer thickness should be
around 40–50 nm considering spherical MNPs [30]. The
thickness of the AZO cover layer also has an important role as
it establishes the distance between the particles and the pho-
toactive cell layers. Decreasing the spacing between the
MNPs and the high-index Si medium increases the fraction of
light that is scattered into it but can decrease the scattering
cross-section of the particles [44]. In addition, the cover layer
should also flatten out the sharp features of the NPs’ surface
and prevent the diffusion of metallic contaminants to the Si
material, which is particularly crucial during the plasma-
enhanced deposition of the Si n-layer over the PBRs. Taking
this into account, previous studies reported that AZO covers
with 30–60 nm thickness are appropriate [22, 29, 31]. In view
of the above, the PBRs fabricated here consist of Au colloids
separated from the Ag mirror by 50 nm of AZO and then
covered by 40 nm AZO.

Figure 3(a) shows the total (RTOT) and diffuse (RDIF)
reflectance measured from three colloidal PBRs composed by
Au NPs with 100, 150 and 200 nm diameter. These spectra
are compared with those (in figure 3(b)) of two reference back
reflectors (without MNPs) composed by an AZO-covered Ag
layer deposited on a flat glass substrate and on a standard
textured substrate (Asahi UV-type SnO2:F-coated glass)
commonly used in industrial TF Si cells [22, 40].

The scattering performance of the PBRs increases with
MNP size, resulting in higher and broader RDIF peaks when
the particle diameter goes from 100 to 200 nm. Nevertheless,
there is also a red-shift of the plasmonic modes for larger
sizes, which places the maximum RDIF of the 150 nm

Figure 3. (a) Total (dashed lines) and diffuse (solid lines) reflectance of PBRs composed of Au NPs with distinct diameters (100, 150 and
200 nm). (b) Total and diffuse reflectance of reference BRs with the same layer structure but without NPs, deposited on flat glass (black
curve) and on a textured Asahi transparent substrate (orange). The RDIF of the flat reference is practically zero throughout the analyzed
spectral range.
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(RDIF = 51.3% at 868 nm) and 200 nm (RDIF= 62.8% at
998 nm) NPs PBRs at wavelengths above the photocurrent
generation spectrum of the TF Si cells implemented in this
work. The maximum RDIF of the 100 nm NPs PBR
(RDIF = 35.6% at 759 nm) and of the Asahi BR (RDIF= 32.7%
at 760 nm) overlap better with the spectral window of interest
of the present devices; however, their scattering peak is
considerably lower than that of the colloidal PBRs formed
with 150 and 200 nm particles, which present an overall RTOT

and RDIF similar to the state-of-the-art conventional PBRs
formed by TFA [22, 24]. It is worth noting that for such high-
performing colloidal PBRs, most of the incident light interacts
with the particles arrays despite their relatively low surface
coverage (∼8–9%) in comparison with that (∼20–40%) of
TFA PBRs. This is due to the high scattering cross-section of
such spherical colloids with a monodispersed big
(150–200 nm) size.

The parasitic absorption (light losses) caused by the
MNPs and the texturing result in a reduction of the RTOT

relative to that of the flat reference. Comparing the RTOT

curves of figures 3(a) and (b), it is clear that the colloidal
PBRs produce much lower parasitic absorption than the
roughness of the textured Asahi reflectors.

The optical properties of the structures in figure 3 are
affected when they are implemented in the back contact of
solar cells, as the high refractive index of the nearby semi-
conductor cell layers perturbs the electric field driving the
plasmonic response of the particles [42, 45]. Nevertheless,
previous studies have shown good correlation between the

spectra of the PBRs’ RDIF and those of the light extinction and
photocurrent enhancement that they produce in the cells
[22, 23, 29, 31, 32, 36]. So, the optical results of figure 3
provide a reasonable preliminary evaluation of the scattering
potential of the back reflectors for solar cell light trapping.

Nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) solar cells with an n-i-p
configuration were deposited by PECVD on the back reflec-
tors (BRs) of figure 3. The structure of the devices is BR/n-i-p
nc-Si:H (1.5 μm)/IZO (250 nm), which can be visualized in
the SEM images of figures 4(a) and (b), obtained in high-
resolution FIB cross-sectional cuts of the cell layers. These
SEM cross-sections reveal that the deposition of the Si and
IZO material is conformal to the features of the BRs.
Therefore, the colloidal NPs in the PBRs induce the formation
of hemispherical corrugations (domes) on the top surface of
the cells [36], which were analyzed by SEM via cross-cuts (as
in figures 4(a) and (d)) and by imaging the top surface of the
devices (figure 4(e)). Such domes have diameters close to the
micrometer and heights similar to that of the particles.
However, in most cases they overlap with each other (as
observed in the SEMs) since the inter-particle distances are
smaller than the lateral dimensions of the corrugations. The
surface of the devices deposited over the textured Asahi BR is
also covered by domes (see figure 4(b)), but their dimensions
are quite irregular, as expected from the random features
present in such a substrate, with roughly 100 nm to 1 μm
lateral extensions and heights ranging from a few nanometers
to 100–200 nm. Practically no surface corrugations are pre-
sent in the reference devices deposited on a flat substrate,

Figure 4. SEM images of the solar cells inner cross-sections obtained by milling the layers with FIB. The cell deposited on the colloidal PBR
with 150 nm Au nanoparticles (a) shows hemispherical corrugations (domes) on the top. The textured Asahi SnO2:F-coated glass substrate
(b) also produces domes on the cell’s surface, but they are generally smaller than those caused by the colloids and have irregular dimensions.
The cross-sectional images (c) and (d), at higher magnification, show zooms on an MNP and a dome, respectively. The distribution of domes
on the top surface of a cell deposited on the PBR with 150 nm Au NPs can be visualized in (e).
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apart from the nanoscopic roughness naturally produced by
the cell layers.

The devices were characterized with 1-Sun J–V and
external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements (described
in the Methods section), and the main results are listed in
table 1. There is a pronounced increase in the cells’ short-
circuit current density (JSC) when they are deposited on the
light diffusive back reflectors (textured and plasmonic) rela-
tive to the reference case of a flat BR with no RDIF. It is
important to refer that the open-circuit voltage (VOC) and fill
factor (FF) of all the devices are similar, which indicates that
there is no significant increase in nonradiative recombination
in the cell layers due to the roughness of the textured BR or
the colloidal NPs. The PBR with the smallest 100 nm NPs is
the structure that best preserves the electrical quality of the cell
material since it actually exhibits an increase in both FF and
VOC (due to increased photocurrent) relative to the reference.

The JSC increase produced by the PBRs and textured BR
is due to a broadband EQE enhancement over the entire
measured range, as seen in the curves of figure 5. However,
only the enhancement obtained in the red-NIR range (for
wavelengths above 550–600 nm) has contributions from the
scattering properties of these back reflectors, as only this light

traverses the cell layers and illuminates their features (illu-
strated by the red arrows in figure 1). The enhancement at
shorter wavelengths in the ultra-violet (UV) and visible (VIS)
region can only be caused by the front surface structuring.
Such enhancement is attributed to a higher coupling of light
into silicon caused by the hemispherical surface domes formed
by conformal deposition of the cell material over the BRs
[7, 20], as observed in figure 4. Previous studies have shown
that dielectric corrugations on the cell’s surface can: 1) highly
reduce its reflection, due to a gradually increasing refractive
index toward the cell’s surface, surpassing the performance of
standard anti-reflection coatings [41] and 2) increase the light
absorption locally in the cell layers due to the enhanced for-
ward-scattered field produced by the lens-shaped domes acting
as weakly coupled Mie resonators [18, 40].

The plasmon-assisted scattering from the Au NPs leads
to light diffusion peaks in a broad wavelength range, as
analyzed in figure 3, starting at ∼550 nm and extending to the
NIR. The RDIF peak of the textured Asahi BR is narrower but
more centered in the near-bandgap range (600–800 nm) of the
present devices. Consequently, the EQE enhancement
achieved in the red-NIR with the Asahi BR is similar to that
of the best-performing PBR with 150 nm Au NPs and is
higher than that of the PBRs with 100 and 200 nm NPs.
Nevertheless, the RDIF maxima of the most diffusive 150 and
200 nm colloidal PBRs are located at wavelengths longer (see
figure 3(a)) than those that can produce photocurrent in the Si
cell material, which means that these plasmonic structures
should allow much higher enhancements when implemented
in cells with a broader EQE coverage in the NIR. That would
be the case of the current industrial-standard thin film Si solar
cells composed of a double junction of microcrystalline and
amorphous Si, whose EQE extends to wavelengths up to
∼1150 nm [8].

For UV–VIS light with a wavelength below 550 nm,
which does not reach the back reflector, the colloidal PBRs
cause higher EQE enhancements than the Asahi BR, parti-
cularly at the shorter wavelengths (350–450 nm). Thus, the
uniformly distributed geometry of the domes produced by the
colloidal PBRs on the cell’s top surface (see figures 4(d) and
(e)) is more favorable than the smaller irregularly shaped
corrugations formed by the roughness of the Asahi substrate
(figure 4(b)). Among the PBRs, the smaller the NPs’ size the
higher the EQE enhancement is in this short-wavelength
range, which suggests that bigger domes are not desirable for
light trapping in the Si layers.

Figure 5. EQE curves of the n-i-p nc-Si solar cells fabricated on the
three colloidal PBRs, with 100, 150 and 200 nm diameter Au NPs,
and on the industrial-standard textured substrate. The EQE of a
reference cell with a flat back reflector (REF) is shown for
comparison.

Table 1. Electrical characteristics of the n-i-p nc-Si:H solar cells deposited on the back reflectors of figure 3: on three colloidal PBRs with
100, 150 and 200 nm diameter Au NPs, on the commercial standard Asahi substrate and on a reference cell with a flat back reflector. The
short-circuit current density in the NIR (JSC 600–800 nm) was obtained by integrating the EQE curves, convoluted with the AM1.5 spectrum in
the 600–800 nm wavelength range.

JSC (mA cm−2) JSC 600–800 nm (mA cm−2) Voc (V) FF

Flat BR (Reference) 9.34 2.25 0.54 0.48
Textured Asahi BR 12.8 3.99 0.53 0.49
PBR 100 nm NPs 11.8 3.21 0.55 0.51
PBR 150 nm NPs 13.3 4.06 0.53 0.50
PBR 200 nm NPs 13.1 3.82 0.54 0.48
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Figure 6 summarizes the main results obtained in this
work. It shows the current and efficiency enhancements
achieved with the colloidal PBRs and the Asahi BR relative to
the flat reference cell. The 150 nm NPs PBR is the structure
that provides better plasmonic far-field scattering and, con-
sequently, a higher red-NIR optical path length enhancement
within the EQE range of the present devices (see figure 5).
Therefore, this structure leads to the highest current
enhancement, not only in the long-wavelength JSC_600–800 nm

(81%) but also in the full-spectrum JSC (43%). However, it is
the smaller 100 nm NPs array that yields the highest effi-
ciency enhancement (41%) since it causes a smaller rough-
ness and lower surface area in the Si layers; consequently, it
produces less nonradiative recombination and higher VOC and
FF. So, even though the amount of plasmon-enhanced pho-
tocurrent produced by the 100 nm PBR is lower than that of
the cells with the other colloidal PBRs, this structure provides
the highest efficiency enhancement mainly due to a better
electrical performance of the cell material. Both the 100 and
150 nm PBRs provide a superior cell performance relative to
the standard Asahi BR, but the same is not true for the 200 nm
PBR. The bigger NPs in this structure cause higher recom-
bination (due to a higher roughness and surface area in the Si
layers) and also a worse optical performance as the plasmonic
scattering peaks red-shift from the light-trapping spectral
region of interest (as seen in figure 3). Nevertheless, the
200 nm NPs may still be of interest for implementation in
solar cells with a EQE response that extends to longer
wavelengths in the IR, such as thin-film c-Si cells or inter-
mediate band solar cells [15, 35].

4. Conclusions

The results described here present three important improve-
ments relative to conventional state-of-the-art PBRs formed
by thin-film annealing (TFA) [29, 31, 32].

First, the technological feasibility of incorporating for-
eign solution-processed nanostructures into typical TF solar
cells fabricated by conventional vacuum deposition methods,
without degrading their VOC and FF, is demonstrated. The
novel colloidal self-assembly technique implemented in this
work provides a simple, scalable, low-temperature and low-
cost method for patterning uniform arrays of mono-dispersed
MNPs in a controllable way; in order to exploit their collec-
tive properties not only in PV but also in other opto-electronic
applications that can benefit from their pronounced resonant
scattering properties.

Secondly, the conformal deposition of the cell layers over
the colloidal NPs arrays, containing uniform distributions of
mono-dispersed spherical particles, produces an array of
dielectric dome-like features on the front surface of the cell
that acts as an efficient nanophotonic light-trapping structure,
which provides improved absorption in the Si layers via anti-
reflection and Mie forward-scattering effects. This shows that
the combination of the optical properties of the plasmonic
NPs (in the cell rear) and the dielectric domes (in the front)
have great potential for broadband light harvesting in TF solar
cells with an n-i-p configuration, as light scattered from the
MNPs enhances the red-NIR photocurrent, while the domes
yield preferential improvements in the UV–VIS range. Such a
combination has scarcely been explored in the literature
because the MNPs produced conventionally by TFA exhibit
irregular flat semi-hemispherical geometries which do not
favour the formation of appropriately shaped dome arrays on
the cell’s surface [22, 33].

Lastly, the current (81% in JSC_600–800 nm and 43% in
JSC) and efficiency (41%) enhancements achieved with the
novel colloidal PBRs integrated here in TF Si cells are rela-
tively high in view of those (63%, 22.3% and 25%, respec-
tively) reported with conventional state-of-the-art PBRs [31]
and those (78%, 37% and 35%, respectively) attained using
the standard textured Asahi substrate. In comparison with
nano-texturing approaches fabricated by novel large-scale
nano-patterning techniques (nano-sphere and imprint litho-
graphy), similar JSC (42.5%) and efficiency (38%) enhance-
ments were achieved but with a 3.8% FF reduction [10],
whereas with the colloidal PBRs the FF was maintained.
However, the enhancements obtained here are still far from
the theoretical ideal case of Lambertian reflective structures,
which can provide a ∼100% increase in JSC in 1.5 μm thick
TF Si cells [17]. Nonetheless, as discussed in section 3,
superior enhancements can be obtained employing colloidal
PBRs with 150 and 200 nm NPs in TF cells with a photo-
current spectrum extending up to longer wavelengths in
the NIR.

These results demonstrate that the light-trapping
approach developed here is a valid solution for implementa-
tion in the TF PV industry. A key advantage is the low-
temperature (<120 °C) fabrication process of the nanos-
tructures, which permits their incorporation in a much broader
range of PV devices, particularly in industrial-standard
superstrate (with p-i-n configuration) Si cells, allowing the
use of thinner cells with reduced costs and potentially higher
efficiency.

Figure 6. Increase (in percentage) obtained in efficiency, JSC and
NIR JSC (JSC 600–800 nm) relative to the flat reference cell. The dots
correspond to the solar cells fabricated on the colloidal PBRs with
the distinct MNP’s diameter, whereas the horizontal dashed lines
mark the values obtained with the high-quality textured Asahi
substrate.
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5. Methods

5.1. Patterning monolayer arrays of colloidal particles

Aqueous solutions of Au NPs were purchased from BBI
Solutions, with citrate-capped Au colloids having mono-
disperse diameters (variation coefficient <8%). The uniform
deposition of the particles on an AZO layer is achieved by
functionalizing its surface according to the following
steps [24]:

(1) The surface is hydrophilized by treating it in UV ozone
for 15 min and dipping it in DI water.

(2) The sample is dehydrated by dipping it in ethanol, and
the surface is silanized by immersion in a 1% dilution of
APTMS ((3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane) in ethanol
for 1 h. This forms a positively charged amine-
terminated self-assembled monolayer uniformly cover-
ing the AZO surface.

(3) The sample is baked for 30 min at 120 °C to strengthen
the adhesion of the APTMS molecules to the AZO.

(4) A drop of the Au NPs solution is placed on the samples’
surface for 2 h. During this period the negatively
charged MNPs are uniformly deposited onto the
APTMS-modified AZO surface.

(5) The sample is rinsed in DI water to remove the excess
NP solution and finally dried.

The above steps can then be repeated several times to
increase the particle density on the surface. In this work, the
Au NP arrays were fabricated with two sequential depositions
which yield a surface coverage of 8–9% for the 100, 150 and
200 nm particle sizes employed.

5.2. Films deposition and solar cells fabrication

The AZO and Ag films in the PBR structures were deposited
on Corning glass substrates with a 2.5 × 2.5 cm2 area, using
13.56MHz RF magnetron sputtering equipment with a
working pressure of 10−2 mbar and a RF power density of
0.37 and 2.8W cm−2, respectively. The n-i-p nc-Si:H layers
of the solar cells were deposited on the PBRs at a temperature
of 160 °C using an Elettrorava multi-chamber PECVD system
[39]. This was followed by the application of a Kapton mask
with circular holes 3 mm in diameter on the cell’s front sur-
face and by the deposition of the IZO front electrode via RF
magnetron sputtering [43]. After removing the masks, reac-
tive ion etching with SF6 plasma using a Trion Phantom III
RIE ATCH system was applied to remove the Si material left
uncovered by the IZO layer and thereby define circular
devices 3 mm in diameter.

5.3. Morphology characterization

The morphologies of the nanostructures and solar cells were
characterized by SEM using a Carl Zeiss AURIGA Cross-
Beam workstation equipped with a focused ion beam (FIB)
gun. The FIB cross-cuts were performed using Ga+ ions
accelerated to 30 kV at 100 pA.

5.4. Opto-electronic characterization

The reflective properties of the PBRs were measured with a
Lambda 950 double-beam UV–VIS-NIR spectrophotometer
equipped with a 4 inch integrating sphere. The solar cells
were characterized by measuring the J–V curves under
AM1.5 G (100 mW cm−2) illumination in a Spire 240 A Sun
Simulator and by measuring the external quantum efficiency
(EQE) in short-circuit condition in the 350–850 nm wave-
length range. The open-circuit voltage and fill factor of the
cells were extracted from the J–V curves, and the short-circuit
current density was determined from the integration of the
EQE convoluted with the AM1.5 G photon flux.
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